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Help file produced by    HELLLP!, a product of Guy Software, on 10/06/94 for Edward Guy.
The above table of contents will be automatically completed and will also provide an excellent cross-reference for context strings 
and topic titles.    You may leave it as your main table of contents for your help file, or you may create your own and cause it to be 
displayed instead by using the I button on the toolbar.    This page will not be displayed as a topic.
HINT:    If you do not wish some of your topics to appear in the table of contents as displayed to your users (you may want them 
ONLY as PopUps), move the lines with their titles and contexts to below this point.    If you do this remember to move the whole line, 
not part.



Your Title Screen
(This is where you would put the stuff which you want to be displayed when help is invoked.)
The text below would have been typed or imported by you, and the hypertext jump set up with the J button.    This topic was set as 
the initial display using the I button.

Take me to your Table of Contents.



Your Table of Contents
(This topic will also display when you click the contents button - as set by the Set Button Selection function on the Format menu).
Take me to Topic Number One
Take me to Topic Number Two



Your First Topic
This is the text of your first topic.    It has been given the number 1 for purposes of numbered topic mapping (i.e. HelpContextID) by 
the Map Topic For Application function on the Insert menu..

This will call the PopUp



Title

 Your Second Topic
This is the text of your second topic.    Notice that this screen has an extra button Title.    This was created with the Set Button 
Selection function on the Format menu, and connected to your title screen.



This is an example of a PopUp.




